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Public comment for California Coastal Commission
North Central Coast

From: Sonoma County Coalition of Hosts,
The Sea Ranch Hosting Coalition,
Sonoma Coast Vacation Rental Owners

Subject: Sonoma Country Proposed Vacation Rental Regulation

Sonoma County seeks approval from the California Coastal Commission for the
regulation of Vacation Rentals in the County’s Coastal Zone. The proposal regulations
comprise a new License, required for all Vacation Rentals and a Zoning Permit, required
for new Vacation Rentals. Additionally, one specific requirement of the License related
to ownership applies only to new Vacation Rentals.

As you know, the California Coastal Commission exists in large part to preserve access
for all Caifornians to their coast. Indeed the creation of the Coastal Commission
stemmed from a dispute over public access to part of the Sonoma County coast in
particular.

Campsites and Vacation Rentals form most of the available transient accommodation
on the Sonoma coast. There are few hotels or other lodgings. Vacation Rentals have an
outsize importance for preserving public access since the Sonoma coast is not easily
accessible on a day trip basis for most Californians. As the Commission has previously
noted (recently in [1]), it “has long recognized that STRs can provide a unique and
important source of visitor-serving accommodations in the Coastal Zone, especially for
larger families and groups, and has typically found that bans or undue restrictions on
this type of lodging are inconsistent with Coastal Act and/or LCP policies prioritizing
public access and visitor-serving uses.”

Despite this background, Sonoma County has conducted no study and offers no
evidence of the impact of their proposed policies on public access to the coast. The
County simply states, without evidence or even argument, that “this Amendment
conforms to the Local Coastal Program, in that it does not negatively impact public
coastal access”. [2] However, they simply do not know (or at least have not shared) how
many properties would be impacted and how many visitor-nights of accommodation
would be lost.



In fact, the policies will obviously negatively impact public access through restrictions on
Vacation Rental ownership, structures in which Vacation Rentals may be operated and
occupancy restrictions. The question is not whether, but only how much.

On the other hand, the policies do exempt existing rentals from the restrictive aspects of
the regulations. As a result, any impact on public access will take place slowly - perhaps
very slowly - as existing rentals cease operation or change hands and new ones are
established.

At the very least, the County should have a plan for monitoring the impact of the
policy on public access over time. This must be transparent to the Coastal
Commission and public. It should include publication of data, readily accessible to the
general public, on Vacation Rental activity in the Coastal Zone, including:

● Number of licenses issued and revoked each year
● Number of licenses actually in use (per TOT records)
● Number of Zoning Permits
● Number of Zoning Permits actually in use (per TOT records)
● Total rented nights each year (per TOT records) for permitted and unpermitted

properties
● Total rented person-nights each year (per TOT records based on maximum

occupancy) for permitted and unpermitted properties
● Total available person-nights each year (based on maximum occupancy of in-use

licenses) for permitted and unpermitted properties
● Number of complaints received by the County hotline by zip code
● Fraction of complaints satisfactorily resolved
● Number of enforcement actions
● Number of unique properties subject to complaints
● Number of unique properties subject to enforcement actions

The above data should be available by zip code or smaller geographic subdivision.

These data would allow the Coastal Commission, the County and the public to observe
the impact of the new policies by comparing the above metrics between permitted (new)
and unpermitted (existing) properties over time. Over a small number of years it should
be possible to estimate the long-term impact, either re-assuring the Commission and
the public that public access is preserved or allowing the County to change course in
good time, if necessary.

Outside of the Coastal Zone, Sonoma County has a recent track record of imposing
stringent restrictions on the number of allowed Vacation Rentals without any study or



attention to the impact on visitor numbers and the associated economic impacts. The
County has imposed caps or bans on Vacation Rentals in traditionally mostly residential
areas and areas that are traditionally vacation hotspots alike. The County shows a
complete disregard for the impacts of dramatically reducing visitor-serving
accommodation.We see no reason to expect their approach to be different on the
Coast, as evidenced by the complete lack of study of these proposed policies.

We urge the Commission to require such data collection and publication as a condition
of approval for these unstudied policies. The Commission should not allow policies with
the potential to significantly curtail public access to the Coast to go into effect without an
assurance that the effects over time can be reliably observed and corrective action
taken if there are unintended consequences.

[1] https://documents.coastal.ca.gov/reports/2023/3/W14b/W14b-3-2023-report.pdf

[2]
https://sonoma-county.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=11094383&GUID=E57424C5-5
6A3-4ACC-B056-46BD2A035670
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